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thank you for reading the first issue of Phoenix for 2011. the new academic year has begun 
and we are busy implementing some 
new initiatives that are aimed at 
enhancing the service we provide to 
the University and its community. 
the UQ discovery plan 2011-2015 
focuses on quality, both of people 
and research outputs, to enhance 
UQ’s reputation as a global research 
institution. the Library provides vital 
research infrastructure and support 
for the University to enable it to meet 
its discovery objectives.
we are expanding the way we support 
research at UQ and we have created 
two services which will have research 
support as their primary focus.
our new research Information 
Service is delivering support for 
academic staff and research 
higher degree students. three 
teams of disciplinary librarians 
provide substantial support in 
areas such as literature searching 
for grant applications, helping with 
the description and management 
of research data sets, research 
metrics, training, mentoring and 
supporting research students and 
advanced information skills training. 
this grouping also provides access 
to specialist primary research 
resources, such as those held in the 
fryer Library. ros follett has been 
appointed to the role of director of the 
research Information Service.
the Scholarly publishing and 
digitisation Service has been formed, 
with responsibility for UQ’s institutional 
repository UQ eSpace, digitisation 
policy and activities, provision of 
bibliometrics advice and research 
data management advice and 
austLit. the director of the Scholarly 
publishing and digitisation Service, 
heather todd, played a key role in 
helping the University to achieve 
its successful outcomes in the 
Excellence in research for australia 
(Era) rankings. In a great result for UQ 
researchers, the Era survey ranked 
21 broad fields of UQ research in the 
highest two ratings bands, which puts 
it above world standard. this year, 
heather was recognised with the UQ 
Leadership award in recognition of her 
role as Era project director.
research performance and evaluation 
continue to feature prominently in 
australian higher education and 
funding, and we are already gearing 
up for Era 2012. 
we are delighted to be involved with 
the conference on Perspectives on 
Metrics-Based Research Evaluation 
– Two Years On. the conference 
is being organised by thomson 
reuters along with the University of 
Queensland and the University of 
western australia and will be held  
at UQ.
the conference is indicative of the 
importance of research to universities 
and the evolving role of libraries and 
library staff. the UQ Library is well 
positioned to support research at  
the University of Queensland and we 
look forward to continuing to play a 
key role in this vital activity. 
In collaboration with the Centre 
for Educational Innovation and 
technology (CEIt), the UQ Library 
announced the Vice-Chancellor’s 
Seminar Series on open Scholarship. 
the series began february with a 
lecture and workshop by professor 
graínne Conole of the Uk’s open 
University on the topic of “open 
Scholarship in the age of global 
Competition”. the topic was timely: 
how do we further develop the UQ 
advantage in an era of open access, 
open educational resources, open 
data, open notebook science, and 
social network collaboration? what is 
open Scholarship and what does it 
mean for the future of the university, in 
particular the future of UQ?
I cannot end this column without 
mentioning the major flooding that 
devastated much of the State and 
affected university staff, students, 
alumni and community. our libraries 
were closed but were thankfully 
spared from the flood waters. I would 
like to recognise the tremendous 
efforts made by library staff to assist 
with recovery efforts and also thank 
our staff who kept library systems and 
online services operational. on behalf 
of our staff, I would also like to thank 
our library colleagues throughout the 
nation and around the world for their 
messages of support.
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PersPectives on Metrics-Based research 
evaluation – two Years on
following on from the success of the 2009 thomson reuters-University of Queensland conference on 
“National and Institutional perspectives 
on Metrics-based research Evaluation”, 
thomson reuters, the University of 
Queensland and the University of 
western australia will present a second 
conference on research evaluation. 
the conference will be held in the 
Queensland bioscience precinct 
auditorium at the University of 
Queensland St Lucia Campus, on  
16-17 May 2011.
the first conference focused on defining 
research excellence and examining ways to 
evaluate it. the 2011 conference will focus 
on the evaluation of research impact (social, 
economic and environmental) as well as the 
policy and strategic implications of adapting 
evaluation frameworks in research institutions.
the conference will be opened by professor 
paul greenfield, ao, Vice-Chancellor, the 
University of Queensland and Mr Mark 
garlinghouse, Senior Vice president and 
Managing director – asia pacific, thomson 
reuters. Invited international and australian 
speakers will discuss current and emerging 
approaches to the evaluation of research 
impact. Strategic implications of evaluation 
frameworks will be discussed by academic 
leaders from australian and New Zealand 
research institutions. 
Moderated panel discussions will provide 
a forum for senior research managers to 
discuss their needs relating to information 
and systems requirements and for research 
administrators to discuss how they work to 
meet these needs. 
The Library looks forward to being a part of 
this important conference. 
16-17 MaY 2011
Queensland Bioscience Precinct 
auditoriuM, uQ st lucia
Since its inception in 2001, austLit: the 
australian Literature resource has been 
a subscription database, available to the 
general public through subscribing institutions 
such as the National Library and state 
libraries. from 2011, austLit will offer free 
access directly to australian schools. 
at the beginning of March, keith webster, as 
Chair of the austLit operating Committee, 
sent a letter to the education authorities in 
each state advising them of this offer and 
news was put up on the austLit site: 
“austLit is delighted to announce that access 
to this important resource for the study and 
teaching of australian literature will shortly 
be available free of charge to the staff and 
students of all australian schools. access 
will be managed by the relevant educational 
authorities in each state and territory. Contact 
details for these organisations will be posted 
on the access austLit [http://www.austlit.
edu.au/subscribe] page as soon as they are 
available. Speak with your local education 
authority for password information. we believe 
austLit will prove an invaluable resource 
for librarians, teachers and students, and 
look forward to further assisting the work of 
australia’s primary and secondary education 
sectors.”
austLit will also contact professional groups of 
teachers and librarians to publicise this new 
development. 
the news has prompted enthusiastic 
reactions from individuals and groups 
within the australian literary and teaching 
community. 
austlit is delighted to 
announce that access 
to this iMPortant 
resource for the 
studY and teaching of 
australian literature 
will shortlY Be availaBle 
free of charge to the 
staff and students of 
all australian schools
austlit: delivering direct to 
australian schools
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a new model 
of ColleCtIon 
deVelopment 
the UQ Library has vast collections, developed to support teaching and research at the University of Queensland. Collection development is usually done by 
professional librarians with disciplinary expertise, either alone 
or in collaboration with our users. Users may suggest items 
for purchase and we often see ideas coming through the 
document delivery service or directly submitted on blogs and 
our twitter feed (www.twitter.com/uqlibrary). 
the Library is also trialling a new method of user-driven collection 
development with via ebrary’s® patron driven acquisition 
(pda) model. with this model initiative, the Library can create 
collections of titles of our choice using based on a profiles, 
provide full access to our users and based on usage, have titles 
automatically added to our collection – that is, we will be building 
our collection around real use.   
Users are provided with access to authoritative titles from 
leading publishers such as ab C-CLIo/ greenwood, Cambridge 
University press, Elsevier, the Mcgraw hill Companies, 
palgrave Macmillan, taylor & francis, and wiley. a profiling tool 
automatically identifies appropriate content for a pda collection 
and a purchase is triggered when real usage of a title occurs. all 
e-books selected for pda are instantly added to our collection 
and integrated with content acquired under additional ebrary® 
models including perpetual access and subscription.
the e-books are available anytime through any web enabled 
device, including the ipad. these devices have enhanced 
features, including the ability for a user to add notes and 
highlights that are stored on a personal bookshelf or to copy/
paste and print text with automatic citations and UrL hyperlinks 
back to the source.
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librarians play a vital role in supporting research at uQ. they support researchers through all stages of their research lifecycle, from 
the discovery phase to gathering, creating and sharing the output of their research.
librarians in the Research Information Service are structured in teams that support three clusters - arts, Business and social 
sciences; engineering and Physical sciences; and life sciences – and are available for consultation. 
librarians can support the goals of researchers by providing advice on the information aspects of research, helping researchers 
stay up to date with research in their area of interest, developing collections to meet their research needs, advising on open access 
and data management, and helping researchers to make the most of bibliographic management tools such as endnote, refworks 
and a range of other online tools which can improve the processes of discovering, gathering, creating and sharing information. 
sCholaRly 
publIshIng
another key role within the Scholarly 
publishing and digitisation Service is that 
of Manager, Scholarly publishing, a role held 
by amberyn thomas. 
amberyn can advise researchers on a range of topics including how they can best use their data, how they can use their researcherid accounts and citation 
metrics to assist their research, and reporting and grant 
writing. conducting uQ-wide workshops will become a 
part of this process and more librarians will be involved 
in delivering these in future. recent workshops on Grant 
Writing: Using Metrics to Your Advantage were very 
well subscribed and elicited positive feedback from 
attendees. the presentation is available via uQ espace 
for uQ staff to access. 
amberyn has been involved with the development of the 
repository uQ espace and she has worked in cooperation 
with the company thomson reuters to test and develop the 
researcherid product. she has worked on integrating author 
and publications data from researcherid and the elsevier 
database scopus with uQ espace. she presented on this 
activity at the 2009 conference on national and institutional 
Perspectives on Metrics Based research evaluation, in a 
session called ‘researcherid and university Publication 
data: a case study at the university of Queensland’. 
Abstract: Historically, the collection and management of 
UQ’s publication data has involved manual data entry, 
with citation metrics retrieved from Thomson Reuters Web 
of Knowledge on an “as-needed” basis: a time-consuming and 
costly workflow. A partnership between Thomson Reuters and the 
UQ Library has demonstrated that the integration of Thomson Reuters 
ResearcherID with UQ’s publication data provides significant benefits, 
including increased efficiency and accuracy. Furthermore, the ability 
to integrate citation metrics with UQ publications data provides a rich 
source of information with many potential applications, including the 
measurement of research performance and assisting in the preparation 
of grant applications.
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buIldIng ColleCtIons 
to suppoRt ReseaRCh
there are three separate but interconnected collection development 
domains at uQ library: heritage materials (e.g. manuscripts), material 
produced within uQ (e.g. research outputs managed in uQ espace), and 
material produced externally (e.g. published material). 
in 2011, the library established a collections Priority directorate (cPd). 
the cPd considers the wider aspects and future pattern of collection 
development and collection management at uQ. it also considers and 
approves the annual collections budget, monitors library materials 
expenditure at high level, and oversees the uQ library’s collection 
development policy. 
this year, the library has decided to revise its collection development 
policy which had a physical location/faculty basis  perspective. the policy 
will be re-written on the basis that research disciplines have become a key 
focus for institutions with the excellence in research for australia (era ) 
initiative. the uQ library’s collection development policy will tie in more 
closely with the era process. locations of strong print collections will be 
highlighted, along with supporting electronic collections resources.
increasingly academics and researchers seek access to scholarly 
information in electronic format. the library provides extensive 
print collections and a vast range of digital materials including 
substantial back-runs of journals, archival material and 
electronic books, as well as online exhibitions of material 
from its own collections. librarians select digital and print 
resources for the library’s collections and they work 
with researchers to develop collections 
to support their research 
endeavours.
stRength of 
uQ ReseaRCh 
RefleCted  
In 2010 eRa 
Results 
the australian research Council has 
released the report of its evaluation of the 
Excellence in research for australia (Era) 
initiative. the full report can be found on 
the arC web site at http://www.arc.gov.
au/era/outcomes_2010.htm. 
the Era survey ranked 21 broad fields of UQ research in the highest two ratings bands, which signify well above world standard and above 
world standard. 
the Library played a key role in the Era exercise, 
through its management of UQ eSpace and the 
support given to researchers by UQ librarians. 
the director of the Library’s Scholarly publishing and 
digitisation Service, heather todd (pictured above), 
played a vital role as Era project director in 2010. 
heather was this year awarded the UQ Leadership 
award in recognition of her role as Era project director. 
her success was announced during a ceremony to 
announce the winners of the Leadership award and the 
Chancellor’s awards for Excellence. we congratulate 
heather on her outstanding achievement.
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uQ lIbRaRy  
2010 exCellenCe  
awaRd wInneRs
last year the uQ library congratulated 
students david rawson (faculty of arts, 
school of english, Media studies and 
art history), Brooke edwards (faculty of 
science, school of Biomedical sciences), 
Marnie van der walt (faculty of arts, 
school of english, Media studies and art 
history) and nicholas gattas (faculty of 
social and Behavioural sciences, school 
of Political science and international 
studies), who were the recipients of the 
library excellence award in 2010.
the annual award was established to encourage the use of library resources, enhance the development of library research techniques, 
and acknowledge the excellent work produced 
by uQ undergraduate students. this award also 
acknowledges how library resources support teaching 
and learning. the award is open to any undergraduate, 
including honours, student of the university who is not 
a member of staff. a cash prize of $1000 is awarded to 
each winner.
students who apply for the award must submit a copy 
of a piece of assessment for which they received 
an outstanding result and a short reflective essay, 
together with a statement of support from their 
supervising lecturer. these are judged by a panel 
which includes the university librarian and director 
of learning services, the President of the academic 
Board or nominee, and the deputy vice-chancellor 
(academic) or nominee. 
pictured above: 
(from left to right) 
Professor Debbie 
Terry, Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor 
(Academic), 
David Rawson, 
Keith Webster 
(University 
Librarian 
and Director 
of Learning 
Services) and 
Michael Zivcic 
(2010 President 
of the UQ 
Student Union)
scholarlY coMMunication is an iMPortant 
Part of research
the Library supports the creation, evaluation, dissemination and 
preservation of research and scholarly writings. the Library supports 
research evaluation by providing access to databases that provide metrics 
and citation counts, and it can assist researchers to manage their academic 
output and publications. It can help researchers to raise the visibility of their 
research and provide them with information about copyright, author rights, 
and open access licensing.
Library staff in the Scholarly publishing and digitisation Service specialise in 
research data management, research publications reporting and evaluation 
and metrics. together with librarians in the research Information Service 
they can provide the researcher with advice on these areas.
belinda played an important role in the development of uQ espace and will bring to her new role vital knowledge of and experience with the challenges of research data management and eresearch. 
effective data management is essential to support the increasingly 
global, data-rich research environment. Belinda’s role is a new one for the 
library and will be instrumental in developing policies, procedures and 
workflows to underpin the library’s advice and support role in this area. 
this will include providing web-based information for researchers and 
training research information service librarians who can assist individual 
academics with data management planning. 
Belinda said her role covers two main areas: developing services for data 
management, and building a collections registry in concert with nigel ward 
from uQ’s eresearch lab. 
“the collections registry is part of the australian national data service-
funded seeding the commons project, which has nodes at many 
universities. these national projects are designed to create infrastructure 
within institutions to identify data collections; collect or create metadata to 
describe them; and then publish those collection descriptions to research 
data australia. the aim is to improve the visibility and discoverability of 
existing research data. the uQ eresearch lab’s seeding the commons@
uQ project is part of that national work, and aims to improve the discovery 
and re-use of research data at the university of Queensland,” she said.
research data are collected, observed, or created, and then analysed to 
produce original research results. this can be both expensive and time-
consuming, and there is always a risk of duplication if researchers are 
unaware of parallel projects. data re-use, through collaborative services 
and sharing, is one way to get more mileage out of existing data. 
Belinda elaborated on this. “data often have a longer lifespan than the 
research project that creates them. researchers may continue to work on 
data after funding has ceased; follow-up projects may analyse, re-analyse 
or add to the data; and data may be re-used by other researchers. well-
organised, well-documented, preserved and shared data are invaluable to 
advance scientific enquiry and to increase opportunities for innovation,” 
she said.
“data have a life cycle that starts with creation – 
researchers then process the data, analyse them, 
preserve them and give access to them so that 
they can be re-used, and the cycle can begin all 
over again.”
Belinda is interested to hear from academics 
and researchers who have data they would like 
described. the data can be complete or ongoing, 
digital or non-digital. 
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managIng ReseaRCh  
data ColleCtIons
for more information, please contact:
Belinda weaver 
Manager, research data collections service 
telephone: +61 7 3346 3687  
email: b.weaver@library.uq.edu.au
Margaret gauld 
Manager, uQ espace 
telephone:+61 7 334 69981 
email: m.gauld@library.uq.edu.au
“Making data better known dramatically 
increases a researcher’s visibility and 
opportunities for collaboration – which is 
the name of the game in research these 
days.” 
Belinda weaver, formerly 
Manager - life sciences, in the 
research information service, 
has been seconded to the 
library’s scholarly Publishing 
and digitisation service as 
Manager, research data 
collections service. 
raising the visiBilitY of  
uQ research 
UQ eSpace is the University’s institutional repository 
which stores, manages and makes available the digital 
research outputs produced by, or to support, UQ 
researchers.
the Library developed and manages UQ eSpace. 
the open access repository was originally set up to 
showcase the output of UQ researchers, supporting 
the open access principle that the published output of 
academic and scientific research should be available, 
without charge, to everyone. while still supporting 
this principle, UQ eSpace has gradually taken on the 
additional role of being of a central collection point 
for the official research outputs of UQ academics. 
as a result, UQ eSpace is now central to: the higher 
Education research data Collection (hErdC) 
reporting, Excellence in research for australia reporting 
and access, and submission and final deposit of Mphil 
and phd theses. UQ eSpace is also the source of 
publications data for UQ researchers and the Q index.
UQ eSpace provides access to a wide range of 
material, including scholarly publications, multimedia, 
image collections and ‘grey’ literature such as working 
papers and technical reports. 
Information in the repository is harvested by australian 
research online as well as by search engines such as 
google and google Scholar. 
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there is little in the australian library literature about the health librarian’s role as expert 
searcher [1-3]. a discussion by 
delegates at the health Libraries 
australia (hLa) Information rx 
Symposium in february 2007 
concluded that ‘…hLa should put this 
on its agenda as an important issue’ 
[4]. hLa is the peak professional 
group for librarians in the health 
and biomedical sector in australia. 
In 2010, kaye Lasserre, Librarian, 
research Information Services, 
based at the rural Clinical School 
in toowoomba was awarded hLa’s 
anne harrison award to investigate 
‘the state of play of expert searching 
in australian health librarianship’. 
the funds will cover the costs of the 
study and support her completion 
of a Masters of Information Studies 
(applied research) at Charles Sturt 
University. 
the Medical Library association (MLa) 
in the United States has undertaken 
extensive work on this topic. Expert 
searching is at the core of the health 
librarian profession. It underpins 
librarians’ support of clinical practice, 
teaching, learning and research.  
but are health librarians expert searchers? how do we 
know? 
how to they measure their performance (e.g. client 
satisfaction, audit or peer review)? how do they define/
recognise expert searching? how often do they search 
and for what purposes? what proportion of their role is 
dedicated to literature searching? do they consider there 
to be different types of expertise such as for answering 
clinical queries, supporting systematic reviews, finding grey 
literature? do they use expert searching guidelines? do they 
identify any issues for themselves or the wider profession 
related to expert searching? how do they develop and 
maintain their knowledge and skills in expert searching? 
what professional developmental activities are available 
to australian health librarians to develop expert searching 
knowledge and skills? how do new graduates become 
expert searchers?
this research project aims to: 
•	 to determine the perceptions, views and practices of 
australian health librarians in relation to expert searching 
(expert searching as defined by the MLa http://www.
mlanet.org/resources/expert_search/policy_expert_
search.html
•	 to identify professional development activities to 
enhance expert searching knowledge and skills 
following a literature review, an online questionnaire was 
developed in consultation with stakeholders, such as hLa, 
and research experts. Questions focussed on the role and 
education aspects of expert searching. Ethical clearance 
was obtained through the UQ behavioural and Social 
Science Ethical review Committee. a pilot was conducted 
with UQ librarians to obtain feedback on the survey 
instrument. all australian health librarians, including health 
library managers, were invited to participate in the main 
survey which was conducted during a two week period in 
March 2011. the survey responses are being analysed and 
the full report will be released mid-year.  
It is anticipated the study will provide valuable data to inform 
future work in this area, in particular at the University of 
Queensland, and will contribute to discussion about the 
direction of health librarianship in australia.
references:
1. hamill, C. the chains that bind us- reflections on competencies and keeping pace 
with technology changes in smaller library settings. hLa News 2008 March: 3-4 
2. o’Connor p, Mcdonald d. an evaluation of the tooL (toowoomba online Literature 
Search) protocol for improving literature searches in a hospital setting. In: positioning 
the profession: the tenth International Congress on Medical Librarianship, 2009 august 
31-September 4 2009; brisbane, australia
3. Lewis S. I work in a hospital library: that makes me a health librarian, doesn’t it? In: 
positioning the profession: the tenth International Congress on Medical Librarianship, 
2009 august 31-September 4 2009; brisbane, australia
4. kruesi L. health Libraries australia Symposium report. Information rx. hLa News 
2007 april:5
Librarian kaye Lasserre (pictured below) wrote the following article about 
her expert searching in health librarianship research project for HLA News, 
aLIa health Libraries australia’s flagship publication. 
expeRt seaRChIng In 
health lIbRaRIanshIpuQ orientation week 
– seMester one
the Library welcomed thousands 
of new students to the University at 
the start of the year and provided 
new students with information to help 
them get started and make the most 
of library services, resources and 
facilities:
•	 the pocket-sized Welcome to 
the Library z-card containing 
useful information was given to 
thousands of new students.  
•	 Casual tour guides were 
appointed to work in orientation 
week and they took many new 
students on tours of our libraries. 
this year the tour guides were 
holly Mcguire, daisy thomas, 
tanya greig, Sarah o’Connell, 
Nicole pritchard, Lachlan wong, 
Leon wigchert, Vinson tran, 
Lachlan Snow, and alex wood. 
•	 Virtual tours enabled other 
students to discover the libraries 
online. a new virtual tour on library 
study spaces helps students find 
out about the variety of library 
learning spaces, including the 
24x7 study spaces.
•	 New students could work through 
an online tutorial to learn the 
basics of finding library resources. 
•	 Ask It trainers and help desk 
staff showed thousands of 
students how to connect their 
mobile device to the UQ wireless 
network – Eduroam. 
•	 Numerous Discover the UQ 
Library talks were run, to provide 
students with an overview of 
library resources, services, 
facilities and support. the new 
My Library portal was promoted 
in the talks as an easy way to 
access their course resources 
pages. 
•	 Library generic training classes 
were run in conjunction with 
Student Services sessions. 
•	 Ask It training attracted large 
groups of student participants 
to sessions on computing at 
UQ, including accessing course 
materials via the blackboard 
e-learning system, Eduroam, 
using mySI-net and myUQ, and 
file management.
If you are unfamiliar with the term, a systematic review has been described as an overview of 
primary studies which contains an 
explicit statement of objectives, 
materials, and methods and has been 
conducted according to explicit and 
reproducible methodology.2
“Systematic reviews attempt to bring 
the same level of rigour to reviewing 
research evidence as should be used 
in producing that research evidence in 
the first place.” 3
Systematic reviews are important to 
librarians and researchers because 
they combine evidence from 
studies or information resources. 
Comprehensive searching is critical to 
the strength of reviews. Librarians have 
strengths in searching the literature in 
many disciplines. Consequently they 
are being asked to assist with the 
production of systematic reviews of 
research.
UQ librarians in the health Sciences 
area have been involved in systematic 
reviews for some years. 
Since 2009, 
librarian fei 
Yu (biological 
Sciences 
Library) has 
been involved 
in three 
systematic 
review grant 
projects. her role was to perform 
searches and save search strategies 
in databases nominated by the project 
Manager. fei has made a significant 
contribution in terms of designing 
search strategies and determining 
which database to use for searching 
for specific types of information.
1. Chalmers I, glasziou p. avoidable waste in the 
production and reporting of research evidence. Lancet. 
2009 Jul 4; 374(9683): 86-9. 
2. greenhalgh, t. (1997). papers that summarise other 
papers (systematic reviews and meta-analyses). BMJ, 
315(7109), 672-675. 
3. hemingway, p. and N. brereton (2009). “what is a 
Systematic review.” what is...? series 2nd Ed. retrieved 
31/3/2011, http://www.medicine.ox.ac.uk/bandolier/
painres/download/whatis/Syst-review.pdf
his role has included creating, running 
and updating searches, providing 
advice, supporting researchers with 
searches and Endnote bibliographic 
management software, helping 
organise references, doing some 
exclusion of abstracts and reviewing 
of the qualitative literature in certain 
topic areas. he has become an author 
on a review that will be updated in the 
Cochrane database of Systematic 
reviews late 2011.
Librarian 
Jenny hall 
has also 
worked in 
collaboration 
with clinicians 
to publish 
systematic 
reviews.6 her 
involvement has included creating 
search strategies, running searches, 
assisting with assessing studies for 
exclusion and inclusion, critically 
appraising included studies and 
editing reviews prior to publication.
University. http://www.anu.edu.au/aphcri/domain/
workforce/pashen_25_final.pdf 
 tieman, J., g. Mitchell, et al. (2006). Coordination 
and multidisciplinary approaches in primary care: a 
systematic investigation of the literature. Canberra, 
australian primary health Care research Institute. http://
www.anu.edu.au/aphcri/domain/Multidisciplinaryteams/
final_25_Currow.pdf
6. reid, C., hall, J., boys, J., Lewis, S., Chang, a. (2011) 
Self management of haemodialysis for End Stage renal 
disease: a systematic review JBI Library of Systematic 
Reviews, 9(3):69-103
 webster, J., osborne, S., rickard, C., hall, J. 
Clinically-indicated replacement versus routine 
replacement of peripheral venous catheters. Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews 2010, Issue art. No.: 
Cd007798. doI: 10.1002/14651858.Cd007798.pub2
 Chan, r., webster, J., hall, J. Information 
interventions for orienting patients and their carers to 
cancer care facilities (protocol). Cochrane Database of 
Systematic Reviews 2010, Issue 1. art. No.: Cd008273. 
doI: 10.1002/14651858.Cd008273
 Shields, L., allgar, V., arabiat, d.h., El-habbal, M., 
Elliott, b., greenman, J., hall, J, Imrie, C., kalia, S., 
wadhawan, J. ph testing for detecting the position 
of nasogastric tubes in adults and children (protocol). 
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2009, 
Issue 1. art. No.: Cd007660. doI: 10.1002/14651858.
Cd007660
Librarian 
Justin clark 
(herston 
health 
Sciences 
Library) is 
involved with 
running a 
course about 
how to write a systematic review. he 
helped to develop and run the course, 
which comprises eight three-hour 
sessions run over three months. the 
course has been run each year since 
2009. Justin is involved throughout 
the process and jointly teaches at 
the first five sessions. his teaching 
is supplemented with individual 
consultations to help participants refine 
their search strategies. to date there 
has been over 60 participants from a 
broad range of professions including 
doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, 
occupational therapists, dieticians and 
both phd and honours students. he 
has also been involved with writing a 
systematic review that was used for a 
published article.4
Librarian lars 
eriksson 
(herston 
health 
Sciences 
Library) has 
been actively 
involved in 
supporting 
systematic reviews since 2006.5  
4. altayyeb yousef, Justin Clark, and Suhail a. r. 
doi thyroxine Suppression therapy for benign, Non-
functioning Solitary thyroid Nodules: a Quality-Effects 
Meta-analysis Clinical Medicine & Research 2010;8:150-
158; published online before print as doi:10.3121/
cmr.2010.881
5. Spurling, g. k., k. fonseka, et al. (2007). “antibiotics 
for bronchiolitis in children.” Cochrane Database of 
Systematic Reviews (1): Cd005189; bush, r., r. ostini, 
et al. (2010). advancing health Literacy through primary 
health Care Systems. Canberra, australian National 
University http://www.uq.edu.au/health/healthycomm/
docs/aphCrIreport.pdf
 Spurling, g. k., p. r. Mansfield, et al. (2010). 
“Information from pharmaceutical companies and the 
quality, quantity, and cost of physicians’ prescribing: a 
systematic review.” PLoS Med 7(10): e1000352 http://
dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1000352
 pashen, d., b. Chater, et al. (2007). the Expanding 
role of rural generalists in rural and remote health: 
a systematic review. Canberra, australian National 
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uQ lIbRaRIans suppoRtIng 
systematIC ReVIews 
“about 2500 systematic reviews of research are now being published every year, with 
roughly a quarter of them in the Cochrane database of Systematic reviews. Systematic 
reviews are now the most frequently cited form of clinical research.” 1
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Compiled by Lisa Kruesi, Associate 
Director, RIS (Life Sciences & Clinical 
Outreach) and Tanya Ziebel, Manager, 
Marketing and Community Outreach
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visitors to uQ’s liBraries will oBserve students engaged in the Pursuit of 
learning. theY fill the studY desks and Book the liBrarY studY rooMs online to 
Be assured of a sPace for individual use or grouP work. 
Especially during the academic year library group work and open areas are hives of activity as students work together or sit at their laptops, appearing disconnected from the activity around them as they access the wireless network and use e-resources. Library computers 
are always in demand. Computer availability displays can help students to locate those that are 
available. Most library computers are iMaCs and offer users both MaC and windows operating 
systems.
fostering critical 
skills 
a key way the Library supports 
student learning and discovery is 
by providing access to scholarly 
information resources and by 
fostering the knowledge and 
critical skills required to discover 
and use these resources 
effectively. 
Librarians work in collaboration 
with one another, with academic 
staff and with other UQ units such 
as Student Services, to develop 
training for students. 
taking a blended learning 
approach, training is delivered in 
person and online.
a suite of faculty based online 
tutorials provide students with a 
basic introduction to finding and 
using information. once a student 
has worked their way through the 
tutorial they may want additional 
assistance, so structured in-
person training and informal 
drop-in sessions are scheduled 
throughout the semester. these 
are delivered by librarians in the 
Library’s teaching and Learning 
Service. 
Library staff are an important 
source of support for students.
Students often interact with library 
staff through our blogs, facebook 
and twitter. Email and real time 
chat services are available too. 
Librarians are also available for 
consultation to provide research 
support. advanced information 
literacy training is provided by 
librarians in the Library’s research 
Information Service. they also 
work closely with research higher 
degree students throughout 
their research programs to 
provide advanced training, help 
in the preparation of literature 
reviews, provide advice on the 
management of a student’s 
publications and data, and assist 
in the submission of the final 
thesis through UQ eSpace, the 
University’s digital repository. 
leaRnIng aCtIVely at the lIbRaRy
Providing Personalised 
and convenient access to 
information through My Library 
my library is a new portal that aims to make it easier 
for our users to find information related to their 
teaching, learning and research. 
one of the benefits for students is that it makes it 
easier for them to access information that is relevant to 
the courses they are taking. When students login to my 
library they will automatically see the list of courses 
in which they are enrolled, past exam papers for those 
courses, links to resources that will help them with 
their research in their area of study, and links to library 
services such as ask a librarian. they can personalise 
their page and change the look of the site by moving, 
collapsing and expanding some of the windows. 
a pilot was conducted at the start of semester and 
staff and students were invited to try out the site and 
let us know what they thought. We received some very 
positive feedback and some helpful suggestions that we 
have taken into consideration when developing the site. 
For more information see http://www.library.uq.edu.au/
services/mylibrary/about.html 
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develoPMents in inforMation 
literacY training
our new information skills online tutorials were rolled 
out this year and so far have proven to be a great 
success. thousands of students have worked their 
way through the online training packages that were 
created using wordpress. students can find the 
tutorials easily by following links from various points on 
the library website including the My library site and 
the library’s training calendar. 
the tutorials are aimed at first year students and 
new students who need an introduction to using 
the uQ library. they are primarily faculty based – 
arts, Business, economics and law, engineering, 
architecture and information technology (and there 
is a tutorial that has been offered before, first Year 
engineers: information research), health sciences, 
science, social and Behavioural sciences. the library 
has also created links for student to existing training 
that has been developed elsewhere, such as Youtube 
videos on the endnote and refworks bibliographic 
management software. 
www.library.uq.edu.au/services/online_tutorials.html
delIVeRIng 
Content to useRs 
on the moVe
this year the university launched uQnav, a free student-developed iPhone application that contains searchable maps of uQ’s campuses, and more of mobile phone applications will be 
rolled out. students, staff and visitors can use uQnav to find lecture 
theatres and laboratories as well as banks, coffee shops and other 
sites. uQnav links to other useful sites including uQ contacts, uQ 
news online, uQ events, the library, itunesu, flickr, twitter and 
Youtube. 
the uQ library has developed a homepage for users who want 
to connect to the library via their mobile device. the uQ library 
Mobile home site gives users access to essential library information 
optimised for their iPhone or smart phone. information users will 
find at the site includes services such as opening hours, computer 
availability, ‘My record’, and Ask a librarian chat as well as content via 
the summon search tool, the library catalogue, databases, apps, and 
resources. 
the amount of the library budget that is spent on ‘e’ – electronic 
content such as e-books, e-journals, online databases and other 
information – is increasing. our users’ demand for electronic content 
is expanding. while many people continue to visit the library in 
person, our users are also accessing the library online more – the 
demand for 24 hour access to information (and to library spaces) is 
growing and we are responding to that. 
in preparation for the opening of the new library warehouse at the 
uQ gatton campus, the library has been deleting from its holdings 
some back-runs of journals which are available in electronic form, and 
books which are unlikely to be used in support of research in the next 
20 years, including copies of out-of-date editions of textbooks. items 
in branch libraries which have not been used for some time will be 
relocated to warehouse storage. the library will continue to retain any 
item considered to have research value. 
as a result of this, the collections of the Biological sciences library 
have been transferred into the dorothy hill Physical sciences and 
engineering library to form a unified dorothy hill engineering and 
sciences library and the collections of the graduate economics and 
Business library have been transferred into the social sciences and 
humanities library. 
Both the Biological sciences library and the graduate economics 
and Business library are being enhanced with greater provision of 
group discussion and study space and facilities for information skills 
training. the Biological sciences library is available for students 
to use 24 hours a day during the academic year. the dorothy hill 
engineering and sciences library was refurbished over the summer 
vacation. the graduate economics and Business library will open 
later in the year and it will provide more individual spaces for research 
higher degree students.
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suppoRtIng engagement
oNE of thE wayS thE UNIVErSIty CaN adVaNCE aNd SUStaIN ItS INtEraCtIoN wIth thE 
CoMMUNIty IS throUgh ItS LIbrary. thE LIbrary SUpportS thE UNIVErSIty’S prIorIty of 
ENgagEMENt by opENINg ItS CoLLECtIoNS, proVIdINg SErVICES, CoNdUCtINg EVENtS, aNd 
CoLLaboratINg wIth othEr CULtUraL INStItUtIoNS to adVaNCE thE UNIVErSIty’S rEpUtatIoN 
aNd fUrthEr thE aChIEVEMENt of ItS obJECtIVES at thE LoCaL, StatE, NatIoNaL aNd 
INtErNatIoNaL LEVEL.
first friends of frYer event of 2011
on Monday, March 14, members of the friends of fryer gathered for their first event of the year, which featured associate professor Cheryl taylor of James Cook University, 2010 fryer 
Library award winner, speaking about her work on fryer’s thea astley 
collection in a talk entitled: “thea astley’s poetry: a prequel to her 
fiction.” 
thea astley’s son, Mr Ed gregson, was in attendance. the fryer award 
is given annually and aims to provide the successful applicant with 
institutional support at the UQ Library to undertake research in australian 
literature, history and culture utilising the collections of the fryer Library. 
the amount of the award is $10,000.
the winner of the 2011 fryer Library award will be announced shortly as 
applications closed on friday, 1 april 2011.  
For more information on this event to to: http://www.library.uq.edu.au/
fryer/awards/awards.html.
For more information on upcoming Friends of Fryer events go to: http://
www.library.uq.edu.au/fryer/
Above: Cheryl Taylor with Thea Astley’s son, Ed Gregson at the first 
Friends of Fryer function for 2011
Found in Fryer – launChed
on November 30, 2010, fryer Library launched its new book Found in Fryer: Stories from the 
Fryer Library collection, produced to celebrate the centenary of the University of Queensland, 
at a book launch attended by former Queensland premier peter beattie (pictured left) and 
members of the family of dr fw robinson, the founder of fryer, along with many other guests. 
Mrs Jill Johns is pictured (bottom left) unveiling the bust of her father, dr fw robinson.
the book profiles one hundred items from the fryer Library collection and has more than 
seventy contributors, including peter beattie, Nick Earls, tom keneally, frank Moorhouse, 
Janette turner hospital and Judy watson. Copies of the book are available for sale in the  
UQ Library and at the Co-op bookshop. 
For more information: http://www.library.uq.edu.au/fryer/publications/publications.html 
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forMer uQ liBrarY staff MeMBer 
acknowledged in 2011 australia 
daY honours 
a number of members of the australian Library and 
Information association (aLIa), library leaders and library 
supporters were acknowledged in the 2011 australia day 
honours. among the recipients, was past University of 
Queensland Librarian, Spencer routh, oaM, who was 
honoured for service to the library and the information 
sciences sector, particularly through the University of 
Queensland. routh is pictured above receiving his honorary 
doctorate of Letters, from the University of Queensland’s 
Chancellor Sir Lew Edwards, in december 2005.
learning coMMons develoPMent 
and design 
the 2nd annual Learning Commons development and 
design forum was held in brisbane recently. the forum 
investigated key elements that comprise a successful 
university learning commons including commons strategy 
and organisational structures, planning and design, 
case studies and best practices, digital information and 
technologies, and online resources. 
on the first day of the forum, UQ’s keith webster spoke 
about the changing paradigm for service delivery in 
academic libraries. In a matter of decades, libraries have 
moved from being seen primarily as buildings that housed 
collections, that were used in silence by researchers, 
to a place where the student learning experiences are 
connected and where information provided by the library 
can be accessed online from anywhere. Now, ‘researchers’ 
tend not to come into the library, so the library services 
must go out to them. University students today will have 
grown up with computers and the Internet and they use the 
technology in their workflows – for example today’s students 
will expect to take notes on an ipad rather than paper. 
while technology use is assumed, students continue to 
visit the library in person and we see intensive use of library 
spaces throughout the year and increased demand for 
libraries to be open 24/7. 
iPswich girls graMMar school  
art exhiBition: Year 12 students’ art on 
disPlaY at uQ iPswich liBrarY
the Year 12 visual art students from ipswich girls grammar 
school exhibited their artwork in the uQ ipswich library from 15-
20 october 2010.
this exhibition has been part of the annual program for the last six 
years and it continues to be a highly valuable experience for the 
students. the challenge of mounting an exhibition adds pressure 
in the classroom, as the work is not only for assessment. visitors 
to the exhibition all have their own interpretation of the artworks 
and on opening night, in the expansive new setting, it is almost as 
though the girls themselves are looking at the pieces for the first 
time. the artwork comes from the heart of these young adults 
who are aware of their world, providing them with a vehicle to 
make a statement.
in the 2010 exhibition, topics chosen by the girls included the 
pressures and injustices of modern life, global stresses and 
strains, the americanisation of our culture and the place of women 
in our modern society.
this exhibition was a unique learning experience for our students 
and one that they will always fondly remember.
Paula lange 
Teacher-In-Charge, Visual Art, Ipswich Girls Grammar School
Ella Thrupp, Ipswich Girls Grammar School
Seminar on open Scholarship by @gconole on today at UQ - great 
initiative by CEIt @radhertz and @uqlibrary @uqkeithw
rt:@uqlibrary “biological Sciences Library now open 24x7 (including 
public holidays)” /// thank you!
@uqlibrary Needs a standalone page for computer usage, but 
otherwise MyLibrary looks pretty great! 
#aLIaioc #a12 Janine Schmidt showing brisbane City Council Library & 
@UQlibrary’s biological Sciences Library as fantastic designs
@ozday #australiaday honours - Congrats to Spencer routh @
uqnewsonline @uqlibrary & ron Store @townsvilleLib http://www.
itsanhonour.gov.au/ 
rt @rmitlibmc: thoughts and best wishes are with colleagues at @
qutlibrary @uqlibrary please stay safe!
rt @uqlibrary New online tutorials: understand the information universe, 
what is suitable for assignments, evaluating info sources
The Library actively supports engagement. It provides 
library services to alumni, high schools, and the wider 
community, provides information about services and 
special collections of interest to supporters of the 
University, hosts library talks and events for Friends 
groups, provides library tours and talks for visitors to the 
University, and more.
a selection of recent tweets to  
uQ liBrarY on twitter:
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spotlIght on the ColleCtIon
frYer liBrarY iMages now availaBle through 
the national liBrarY of australia’s trove 
service
all digitised fryer Library images can now be found on the National Library of australia’s trove service, as well as on UQ eSpace. trove allows users to discover material in libraries and archives across australia with one 
simple search. trove will search for books, theses, conference proceedings, 
maps and audiovisual material including artworks and photographs, the full-text 
of australian newspapers (1803-1954), and the full-text of the Australian Women’s 
Weekly (1933-1982). fryer’s copying requests have risen in volume with the 
greater visibility of this material to researchers. one family history researcher was 
delighted to discover her grandfather in a photograph from the florence Elizabeth 
James-wallace collection showing Queenslanders who served with the 3rd 
australian general hospital on Lemnos at gallipoli (pictured below).
significant new addition to the frank Moorhouse 
collection
In late 2010, fryer Library acquired a substantial addition to its collection of the papers of frank Moorhouse. the fryer Library began collecting Moorhouse manuscripts in 1978 and, with the exception of a small amount of very early material held by the National Library, 
the fryer’s collection is a comprehensive archive of Moorhouse’s work. the latest addition 
to the collection includes material spanning the writer’s life from family beginnings, school 
days and youth, through to the beginnings of his writing career, and extending into the recent 
past. Moorhouse has always been socially active within the australian writing community 
and his efforts as author advocate in the areas of copyright, censorship and broader industry 
standards are reflected in this material. the material includes journals, notebooks, travel 
diaries, correspondence, manuscripts and photographs and constitutes a rich resource for 
future research. Some notebooks from the collection are pictured left.
the fRyeR 
lIbRaRy 
the fryer Library houses the Library’s special collections 
of rare books, manuscripts, theses, pictorial collections 
and architectural drawings. Its emphasis is on australian 
literature, history, aboriginal and torres Strait Islander 
studies, art and architecture. It has a particular focus on 
material with a connection to Queensland and to the 
University of Queensland.
Established in 1927, to assist the study of australian 
literature, the fryer Library continues to support scholarship 
and research through its extensive holdings of publications 
and manuscripts of some of australia’s leading writers. In 
addition to the nearly 100,000 volumes of publications there 
are manuscripts, photographs, rare books, research theses 
and other special collections. rapid and streamlined access 
to collections is facilitated by providing guides to collections 
online and digitising selected material.
If you would like to discover more of fryer Library’s 
collections, consider becoming a friend of fryer. the 
membership fee of $40 per year includes (a) Fryer Folios 
newsletter (two issues per year) (b) discounted Library 
membership rates and (c) invitations to lectures, meetings, 
exhibitions and other social events. you will discover more of 
what the fryer Library has to offer. for more information go 
to: www.library.uq.edu.au/fryer/friendsoffryer/index.html
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Detail of various plates found in the grammar of ornament (1865)
dIgItIsed 
doCuments on Qld 
hIstoRy & polItICs
work is nearing completion on Queensland’s past online, a project to digitise 
and make publicly available primary documents on Queensland history, 
politics and administration. Most of these texts are long out of print and 
public circulation. older material will now be available along with the best of 
contemporary scholarship. pugh’s almanac, nineteenth century government 
gazettes and 40 early books on Queensland will come online with more material 
to be added later. In addition more than 350 UQ theses have been digitised and 
will be available along with 140 University of Queensland press titles and a large 
run of the Journal of the royal historical Society of Queensland. 
the finishing touches will be applied to the website over the next few months 
and it is expected to be officially launched later this year. Queensland’s 
past online has been developed through the auspices of UQ’s Centre for 
the government of Queensland from funding provided by the premier’s 
department.
the resource will provide a great boon to the study of many aspects 
of Queensland’s past and present, broadening and deepening our 
understanding of the state and making a lasting contribution to scholarship. 
For more information please contact: Heather Todd, Director, Scholarly Publishing & Digitisation 
Service, Telephone: 07 3346 9993 or Email: heather.todd@uq.edu.au
treasure of the Month 
Each month fryer Library profiles a ‘treasure’ from among its holdings of manuscripts, rare books, photographs and architectural plans. Context and information are 
provided in a short narrative and there is a selected image 
gallery, viewable online. 
the profiled treasure for february 2011 was owen Jones’s 
The Grammar of Ornament (1865), a triumph of Victorian 
chromolithographic printing, still in print today (detail from 
a selection of the book plates is illustrated at top of page). 
March’s treasure profiled rare science fiction journals from the 
donald tuck collection, with their strikingly illustrated covers.
to celebrate aNZaC day in april, out going Manager of the 
fryer Library, Mark Cryle, explores the letters of private austin 
pratt, which describe his extraordinary experiences in gallipoli 
in 1915. ‘The worst time is just before you go into action’  
private austin bede pratt, 1894-1924.
treasure 
of the 
Month
the art of
the fryer Library is on the lookout for more material, 
particularly contemporary materials, to add to its 
ephemera files. for more information please call  
the fryer Library +61 7 3365 6236
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an EVENTful life
upcoming EXHIBITIONS/EVENTS
UQ ARt MUSeUM
9 april – 5 June 2011
a National gallery of australia 
Exhibition
playful, edgy, clever and satirical, 
the works in Space invaders have 
appeared in city streets around 
australia.
tReASURe OF tHe MONtH
Mark Cryle explores the letters of 
private austin pratt, which describe 
his extraordinary experiences in 
gallipoli in 1915. www.library.
uq.edu.au/fryer/treasures/austin_
pratt/pratt.html
‘The worst time is just before you 
go into action’  private austin bede 
pratt, 1894-1924.
LIBRARY tRAINING
Learn how to find the information you 
need or how to make the most of 
computer software
www.library.uq.edu.au/training
VIRtUAL tOURS 
Virtual tours of UQ Library branches are available 24x7, so 
students who miss a tour in orientation week or who prefer 
to explore the Library online can do so at their convenience.
Virtual tours are useful for visitors who want to familiarise 
themselves with our branches before they arrive on 
campus. 
to view UQ Library virtual tours go to:  
www.library.uq.edu.au/services/tours.html
Scan this Qr code with your 
smartphone Qr code reader 
to view Phoenix online.
uQl cYBerschool 2011
e-books semInaR
around 120 staff from more than 80 schools visited the University of Queensland 
on 1 april to attend the 2011 UQL 
Cyberschool seminar, the e-book 
Landscape. the seminar addressed 
topics ranging from reading and writing 
in a digital environment to integrating 
e-books in primary and secondary 
schools and university libraries. 
Speakers included Simon groth (writer 
and Manager of if:book australia), 
Jenny Mckenna (Mt Maria College), 
kristen Lewis and Megan daley 
(St aidan’s anglican girls School), 
helen dacy (Education Queensland), 
Carole bloomer (gale Cengage 
Learning), Marika whitfield (oxford 
University press), Michael theodos 
(pellegrini), Laura Landman (brisbane 
City Council Libraries), keith webster 
and dell Schramm (the University of 
Queensland Library).
opening speaker, Simon groth began 
the day with a talk entitled ‘odeur des 
livres: reading and writing in a digital 
environment’. Since 2010, Simon has 
worked at the Queensland writer’s 
Centre as the Manager of if:book 
australia, exploring digital futures 
for authors. he began with some 
comments on what qualities print 
books have that e-books lack – such 
as ‘the smell’ – and the evolution of 
the book. he was optimistic about 
new forms of digital literature and the 
potential they have to connect writers 
and audiences. he encouraged 
libraries to be engaged in the 
conversations that are happening in 
this area. 
Some of the other sessions on the 
day included a presentation on how 
some schools are using e-books in 
their libraries, e-books at Education 
Queensland, the use of overdrive at 
brisbane City Council Libraries and 
how e-books and ipads are being 
integrated into the UQ Library.
with the generous support of 
the School Library association of 
Queensland (SLaQ), the presentations 
were recorded and will be available 
for viewing. president of SLaQ, toni 
Leigh, delivered a few words at the 
seminar and indicated that SLaQ was 
looking to increase the amount of 
professional development content it 
delivers to teacher-librarians through 
online formats.
top left: Simon Groth (if:book Australia) 
during his presentation
above: Cyberschool staff, Megan 
Stuart and Cheryl Swenson, registering 
delegates 
Left: Delegates chatting in the foyer prior 
to the first session
